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KUZNETSOV, PETERSSON AND WEYL ON GL(3), II:
THE GENERALIZED PRINCIPAL SERIES FORMS.
JACK BUTTCANE
Abstract. This paper initiates the study by analytic methods of the generalized principal
series Maass forms on GLp3q. These forms occur as an infinite sequence of one-parameter
families in the two-parameter spectrum of GLp3qMaass forms, analogous to the relationship
between the holomorphic modular forms and the spherical Maass cusp forms on GLp2q. We
develop a Kuznetsov trace formula attached to these forms at each weight and use it to
prove an arithmetically-weighted Weyl law, demonstrating the existence of forms which are
not self-dual. Previously, the only such forms that were known to exist were the self-dual
forms arising from symmetric-squares of GLp2q forms. The Kuznetsov formula developed
here should take the place of the GLp2q Petersson trace formula for theorems “in the weight
aspect”. As before, the construction involves evaluating the Archimedian local zeta integral
for the Rankin-Selberg convolution and proving a form of Kontorovich-Lebedev inversion.
1. Introduction
The non-principal, generalized principal series forms for GLp3q are forms of minimal K-
type attached to the p2d ` 1q-dimensional Wigner-D matrix Dd with d ě 2 and spectral
parameters
µ “ µprq :“ `d´1
2
` r,´d´1
2
` r,´2r˘ .
These generate strict subrepresentations of principal series representations which are induced
from representations on the 2, 1 Levi subgroup. As a one parameter family of Maass forms,
one might compare them to the spherical Maass cusp forms on GLp2q, but as a lower-
dimensional subspace of the full GLp3q spectrum, one might also compare them to the point
spectrum, i.e. holomorphic modular forms, on GLp2q. The purpose of this paper is to initiate
the analytic aspects of their study. This is the last of the three spectral Kuznetsov formulae
on GLp3q (for full level over Q), the others were constructed in [2] and [5]. From the adelic
perspective, we are handling the case of ramification at the place at infinity and this would
be largely unaffected by considering quotients by congruence subgroups.
The structure of this paper is similar to the previous one, with the chain of constructions
Stade’s formula ñ Kontorovich-Lebedev inversion ñ Kuznetsov’s formula ñ Weyl law,
but the technical details of producing an infinite sequence of formulae are much more in-
volved. In particular, the proof of Stade’s formula becomes quite difficult. On the other
hand, the proof of the Weyl law becomes even easier since the Mellin-Barnes integrals for
the Kuznetsov kernel functions are much simplified over the principal series case.
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Let Sd˚3 be a basis of vector-valued minimal-weight cusp forms attached to the p2d ` 1q-
dimensional representation of SOp3,Rq. Denote the spectral parameter of such a Maass
form ϕ by rϕ P C and notice the unitaricity condition that µprϕq is a permutation of ´µprϕq
trivially implies Ramanujan-Selberg conjecture rϕ P iR for these forms.
Theorem 1. Take a bounded set Ω Ă iR whose boundary has Minkowski dimension 0. Also
let r1 P iR and d ě 2, T ą M ą 1 such that d ` T Ñ 8. Then if Sd˚3 consists of Hecke
eigenforms, ÿ
rϕPTΩ
1
Lp1,Ad2ϕq “
3
2π
ż
TΩ
specdprqdr `O `dpd` T q2`ǫ˘ ,
ÿ
|rϕ´Tr1|ăM
1
Lp1,Ad2ϕq “
3
2π
ż
|r´Tr1|ăM
specdprqdr `O `dpd` T q2`ǫ˘ ,
where specdprq is the spectral weight
specdprq “ 1
16π4i
pd´ 1q `d´1
2
´ 3r˘ `d´1
2
` 3r˘ .
The main terms in these Weyl laws are — dT pd ` T q2 and — dMpd ` T q2, respectively,
and we expect that the error terms are best-possible, up to the epsilon in the exponent. We
use the Minkowski dimension [6] assumption here as it is exactly the correct hypothesis for
the proof, but essentially we are just asking that the boundary not be a fractal.
From the Weyl law, we see that the generalized principal series forms are fewer in number
than the principal series forms of the previous papers. However, in every case, the size of
the spectral measure is —śiăj |µi ´ µj|, and a sum of generalized principal series forms over
d — T restores equality between the two types. This should not be too surprising, as the
number of holomorphic modular forms of weight k — T is also of similar size to the number
of spherical GLp2q Maass cusp forms of spectral parameter |µ| — T .
This group of forms is too small to be detected by Mu¨ller’s theorem [10], and the symmetric
squares of GLp2q holomorphic modular forms of weight k occur at d “ 2k´ 1 with r “ 0, so
when d is even or r ‰ 0, these forms are new.
2. Results
Throughout we assume d ě 2 is an integer. Suppose r P iR and y “ diagpy1y2, y1, 1q in
Y ` – pR`q2, the space of positive diagonal matrices as in [3, sect. 2.1]. Then for |m1| ď d,
we write m1 “ εm with ε “ ˘1 and 0 ď m ď d, and define
W d˚εmpy, rq “
1
2d`1π
dˆ
2d
d`m
˙ mÿ
ℓ“0
εℓ
ˆ
m
ℓ
˙ż
Repsq“s
p2πy1q1´s1p2πy2q1´s2(1)
ˆ Γ `d´1
2
` s1 ´ r
˘
Γ
`
d´1
2
` s2 ` r
˘
B
`
d´m`s1`2r
2
, ℓ`s2´2r
2
˘ ds
p2πiq2 ,
for any s P pR`q2. The completed Whittaker function W d˚py, rq attached to the minimal
K-type Dd is the row vector with coordinates
`
W d˚´d, . . . ,W
d˚
d
˘
.
We start by generalizing Stade’s formula to the Rankin-Selberg convolution of two gener-
alized principal series forms.
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Theorem 2. Define
Ψd “ Ψdpr, r1, tq “
ż
Y `
W d˚py, rqW d˚py, r1qT py21y2qtdy,
with dy :“ dy1 dy2
py1y2q3
, then
Ψd “24´d´4t´r´r1π2´3tΓ pt ` r ` r1qΓ `d´1
2
` t` r ´ 2r1˘Γ `d´1
2
` t` r1 ´ 2r˘
ˆ Γpd´ 1` t` r ` r1qΓ ` t
2
´ r ´ r1˘ {Γ `3t
2
˘
.
In the previous paper, we essentially followed Stade’s original proof [12], but that fails
here for technical reasons, and the proof of this result is dramatically more complicated.
Define the spectral weights
1
sindprq :“
2πi
3
lim
tÑ0`
tΨpr,´r, tq “ 25´dπ3iΓpd´ 1qΓ `d´1
2
´ 3r˘Γ `d´1
2
` 3r˘ ,
1
cosdprq :“Ψ
dpr,´r, 1q “ 2
1´d
π
ΓpdqΓ `d`1
2
` 3r˘Γ `d`1
2
´ 3r˘ ,
specdprq :“ sin
dprq
cosdprq “
1
16π4i
pd´ 1q `d´1
2
´ 3r˘ `d´1
2
` 3r˘ .
We apply Stade’s formula to generalize Kontorovich-Lebedev inversion to our choice of
Whittaker functions, using the method of Goldfeld and Kontorovich [7].
Theorem 3. For f : Y ` Ñ C2d`1 define
f 7prq “
ż
Y `
fpyqW d˚py, rqTdy,
and for F : iRÑ C, define
F 5pyq “
ż
Reprq“0
F prqW d˚py, rqsindprq dr.
If F prq is holomorphic and Schwartz-class on a vertical strip tr | |Reprq| ă δu for some δ ą 0,
then
pF 5q7prq “ F prq.
Once again, we are making no claim as to the image of F ÞÑ F 5 beyond the necessary
convergence.
Now from Stade’s formula and Kontorovich-Lebedev inversion follows the Kuznetsov for-
mula. We follow the notation of [3–5] for the Weyl group and Kloosterman sums. The
Kuznetsov kernel functions are defined from the power-series solutions (36), (37) as the
linear combinations
KdI py; rq “1,(2)
4π cos π
`
d
2
` 3r˘Kdw4py; rq “(3)
p´ε1iqdJw4py, µprqw4q exp
`´ εiπ
2
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘˘´ p´ε1iqdJw4py, µprqq,
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Kdw5py; rq “Kdw4pv´`yι;´rq,(4)
´4π cos π `d
2
` 3r˘Kdwlpy, rq “δε1“´1pε2qdJwlpy, µprqw4q ` δε2“´1p´ε1qdJwlpy, µprqq(5)
´ δε1ε2“´1p´ε1qdJwlpy, µprqw3q.
These functions are the kernels for the integral transforms
HwpF ; yq “ 1|y1y2|
ż
Reprq“0
F prqKdwpy, rqspecdprqdr.(6)
Let Sd˚3 be a basis of SLp3,Zq cusp forms of minimal weight d and Sd˚2 a basis of SLp2,Zq
cusp forms of minimal weight d (i.e. those coming from holomorphic modular forms of weight
d). Note that Sd˚2 is empty for odd d and the symmetric-squares of holomorphic modular
forms only occur for odd d, but we will see there are forms in Sd˚3 with r ‰ 0 for all d. The
particular normalization of the Fourier-Whittaker coefficients ρ˚ϕpmq of ϕ P Sd˚3 and ρ˚φpm; rq
of the maximal parabolic Eisenstein series attached to φ P Sd˚2 is given in (33).
We are now ready to state the Kuznetsov formula for this class of forms.
Theorem 4. Let d ě 2. Let F prq be Schwartz-class and holomorphic on |Reprq| ă 1
4
` δ for
some δ ą 0. Then for m,n P Z2 with m1m2n1n2 ‰ 0,
C ` E “ KI `K4 `K5 `Kl,
where
C “
ÿ
ϕPSd˚
3
F prϕq
ρ˚ϕpmqρ˚ϕpnq
cosdprϕq ,
E “ 2
2πi
ÿ
φPSd˚
2
ż
Reprq“0
F prqρ
˚
φpm; rqρ˚φpn; rq
cosdprq dr,
KI “δ|m1|“|n1|
|m2|“|n2|
HIpF ; p1, 1qq
K4 “
ÿ
εPt˘1u2
ÿ
c1,c2PN
ε1m2c1“n1c22
Sw4pψm, ψεn, cq
c1c2
Hw4
´
F ;
´
ε1ε2
m1m
2
2
n2
c3
2
n1
, 1
¯¯
,
K5 “
ÿ
εPt˘1u2
ÿ
c1,c2PN
ε2m1c2“n2c21
Sw5pψm, ψεn, cq
c1c2
Hw5
´
F ;
´
1, ε1ε2
m2
1
m2n1
c3
1
n2
¯¯
,
Kl “
ÿ
εPt˘1u2
ÿ
c1,c2PN
Swlpψm, ψεn, cq
c1c2
Hwl
´
F ;
´
ε2
m1n2c2
c2
1
, ε1
m2n1c1
c2
2
¯¯
.
The absolute convergence of the Kuznetsov formula can be shown through contour shifting
and relies on the holomorphy condition; we will demonstrate this explicitly in the proof of
the Weyl law.
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It will be useful to compare the current kernel functions to those for the other minimal
K-types. Using the K˘˘wl functions of [5, sect. 3.6] and [2], we have
´4π cos π `d
2
` 3r˘Kdwlpy, rq “
$’’&’%
0 if ε “ p1, 1q,
K´`wl py, µprqw4q if ε “ p´1, 1q,p´1qdK`´wl py, µprqq if ε “ p1,´1q.
K´´wl py, µprqq if ε “ p´1,´1q.
(7)
On the other hand, we can provide a much more compact statement of the Mellin-Barnes
integrals at µ “ µprq; define
B´´wl ps, rq :“ p´1qdB ps1 ` 3r, s2 ´ 3rq ,
B´`wl ps, rq :“ B ps2 ´ 3r, 1´ s1 ´ s2q ,
B`´wl ps, rq :“ B ps1 ` 3r, 1´ s1 ´ s2q ,
B``wl ps, rq :“ 0,
Qpd, sq :“Γ
`
d´1
2
` s˘
Γ
`
d`1
2
´ s˘ ,
then
Kdwlpy, rq “
1
4π2
ˇˇˇˇ
y2
y1
ˇˇˇˇr ż `i8
´i8
ż `i8
´i8
ˇˇ
4π2y1
ˇˇ1´s1 ˇˇ4π2y2ˇˇ1´s2 B sgnpyqwl ps, rqQpd, s1qQpd, s2qds22πi ds12πi.
(8)
And of course, the Kdw4 integral is new once again:
Kdw4py;µprqq “
4r´1pεiqd
π
3
2
ż `i8
´i8
ˇˇ
4π3y1
ˇˇ1´r´s
Qpd, sq
˜
Γ
`
s`3r
2
˘
Γ
`
1´s´3r
2
˘ ` εiΓ `1`s`3r2 ˘
Γ
`
2´s´3r
2
˘¸ ds
2πi
(9)
“pεiq
d
4π2
ż `i8
´i8
ˇˇ
8π3y1
ˇˇ1´r´s
Qpd, sqΓ ps` 3rq exp `ε iπ
2
ps` 3rq˘ ds
2πi
.
The author would like to point out that this is essentially the only possibility for a Mellin-
Barnes integral (on a vertical contour) for any linear combination of the Jw4 (which is a 0F2
hypergeometric function), which lends some credence to the hope that we have not missed
any v-matrix along the way.
Our first application of the Kuznetsov formula is a technical version of the Weyl law with
both analytic and arithmetic weights:
Theorem 5. Let F prq and δ be as in Theorem 4, then we haveÿ
ϕPSd˚
3
F prϕq
ˇˇ
ρ˚ϕp1q
ˇˇ2
cosdprϕq “
ż
Reprq“0
F prqspecdprqdr `O pE1 ` E2q ,
where
E1 :“
ż
Reprq“0
|F prq| pd` |r|q1`ǫ |dr| ,
E2 :“
ż
Reprq“´ 1
4
´η
p|F prq| ` |F p´rq|q dpd` |r|q´ 12`ǫ |dr| ,
and we assume 0 ă η ă δ satisfies η “ Opǫq.
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By a careful choice of test function, we will remove the analytic weights:
Corollary 6. For Ω, r1 and T and M as in Theorem 1,
(1)
ÿ
rϕPTΩ
ˇˇ
ρ˚ϕp1q
ˇˇ2
cosdprϕq “
ż
TΩ
specdprqdr `O `dpd` T q2`ǫ˘,
(2)
ÿ
|rϕ´Tr1|ăM
ˇˇ
ρ˚ϕp1q
ˇˇ2
cosdprϕq “
ż
|r´Tr1|ăM
specdprqdr `O `dpd` T q2`ǫ˘.
We have made no attempt to optimize the error terms in Theorem 5, as this will be
sufficient for what is likely the best-possible error term in the corollary due to the sharp
cut-off.
A Rankin-Selberg argument using Stade’s formula gives the Kuznetsov formula on Hecke
eigenvalues.
Theorem 7. When the bases of Theorem 4 are taken to be Hecke eigenfunctions, the left-
hand side may be written as
C “2π
3
ÿ
ϕPSd˚
3
F prϕqλϕpmqλϕpnq
Lp1,Ad2ϕq ,
E “2
i
ÿ
φPSd˚
2
ż
Reprq“0
F prq λφpm, rqλφpn, rq
Lpφ, 1` 3rqLpφ, 1´ 3rqLp1,Ad2φqdr.
where λϕpmq and λφpm, rq as in [3, (90)] are the Hecke eigenvalues of the associated forms.
The main theorem now follows.
3. Background
3.1. The Whittaker functions. The Whittaker function W d˚py, rq naturally extends to a
function on G by the Iwasawa decomposition (see [3, sect. 2.4]),
W d˚pxyk, rq “ ψ1,1pxqW d˚py, rqDdpkq,
where Dd : SOp3,Rq Ñ GLp2d` 1,Cq is the Wigner D-matrix as in [3, sect. 2.2], and
ψ1,1
¨˝
1 x2 x3
1 x1
1
‚˛“ e px1 ` x2q
is the standard character of UpRq, the space of upper unipotent matrices.
As noted in Part I of this series, the factor p´1qm in [3, (17)] should be deleted. This
implies the expression for W´d in [4, sect. 6.4] should drop the p´1qd, which in turn means
W d´d picks up a factor p´1qd and this carries through. The final answer should be
Λ˚prqW d´dpy, µprq, ψ1,1q “W d˚py, rq, W dd,m “ 0,(10)
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where
Λ˚prq “ Λ˚pµprqq “p´1qdπ´ 32`µ3´µ1ΓpdqΓ `1`µ1´µ3
2
˘
Γ
`
2`µ1´µ3
2
˘
“p´1q
d
π
p2πq´d´12 ´3rΓpdqΓ `d`1
2
` 3r˘ ,
and W dpg, µ, ψq is the incomplete Whittaker function [3, (36)]. This corrects the gamma
factors listed in [4, thm. 6].
Note that the arXiv version of [3, prop. 4] should have ψ1,1 in place of ψn. In particular,
we need to understand the interaction between the functional equations and the characters.
From [3, (20)] and [3, sect. 2.2.2], we have
DdpvqΓd
W
pu,`1q “ Γd
W
pu,`1qDdpw2vw2q,
and so also
DdpvqT dpw2, µq “ T dpw2, µqDdpw2vw2q, DdpvqT dpw3, µq “ T dpw3, µqDdpw3vw3q,
and in general,
DdpvqT dpw, µq “ T dpw, µqDdpw´1vwq.(11)
We can simplify the expression for Γd
W
pu,`1q in [4, p. 29] and its inverse to the equalities
Γd
W
pu,`1q “ iΓp1` uq
21`uπ
`
exp
`
iπu
2
˘
Ddpv
´´
q ´ exp `´ iπu
2
˘
Ddpv
`´
q˘Ddpw2qWdp0,´uq,(12)
Wdp0, uq “2´uΓpuq `exp ` iπu
2
˘
Ddpv
´´
q ` exp `´ iπu
2
˘
Ddpv
`´
q˘Ddpw2qΓdWp´u,`1q.(13)
3.2. The Spectral Expansion. Recall the symmetric differential operator Λ d´1
2
of [4, thm.
2], whose kernel in the weight d forms is exactly the span of the forms with spectral param-
eters of the form µprq. Then for a Schwartz-class function f : ΓzGÑ C2d`1 satisfying
fpgkq “fpgqDdpkq, Λ d´1
2
f “ 0,(14)
the spectral expansion of [3, 4] takes the form
fpgq “
ÿ
ϕPSd˚
3
ϕpgq
ż
ΓzG
fpg1qϕpg1qTdg1(15)
` 2
2πi
ÿ
φPSd˚
2
ż
Reprq“0
Eddpg, φ, rq
ż
ΓzG
fpg1qEddpg1, φ, rqTdg1 dr,
where Sd˚3 is a basis of SLp3,Zq cusp forms of minimal weight d and Sd˚2 is a basis of SLp2,Zq
cusp forms of minimal weight d. Note that there are no SLp2,Zq cusp forms and hence no
Eisenstein series when d is odd. We have dropped all terms whose spectral parameters are
not of the form µprq by the usual orthogonality argument:
0 “
〈
Λ d´1
2
f, g
〉
“
〈
f,Λ d´1
2
g
〉
“ λg
´
Λ d´1
2
¯
〈f, g〉 ,
whenever g is an eigenfunction of the Casimir operators. The extra 2 in the coefficient of
the maximal parabolic Eisenstein series comes from the equality
Eddpg1, φ, rq “ Ed´dpg1, φ, rq.
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The cusp forms ϕ P Sd˚3 are normalized by 〈ϕ, ϕ〉 “ 1, in place of [4, (78)].
3.3. Integrals of gamma functions and hypergeometric identities. We require a num-
ber of identities of Mellin-Barnes integrals, and we collect them here for ease of disposition.
Let C denote any contour from ´i8 to i8 which obeys the Barnes integral convention (no
gamma function in the numerator should have its argument pass through the negative real
axis) and allow C to vary from line to line. The parameters a, b, c, d P C and arguments
x, y P R, z P C may be any values such that corresponding integrals and hypergeometric
series converge absolutely and avoid the relevant branch cuts. We will not need to worry
about the branch cuts, but more precise statements can be found in the references.
The hypergeometric functions in general have the integral description [11, 7.2.3.12-13]śp
i“1 Γpaiqśq
i“1 Γpbiq p
Fq
ˆ
a1, . . . , ap;
b1, . . . , bq;
´ z
˙
“
ż
C
Γpsqśpi“1 Γpai ´ sqśq
i“1 Γpbi ´ sq
z´s
ds
2πi
,(16)
for q ď p` 1.
By Mellin inversion and the definition of the beta function,ż
C
ΓpsqΓpa` 1q
Γpa ` 1` sq x
´s ds
2πi
“
"p1´ xqa if 0 ă x ă 1,
0 if x ě 1.(17)
From (16) and Thomae’s theorem [11, 7.4.4.2]ż
C
ΓpsqΓ pa ´ sqΓ pa` b´ d´ sq
Γ p2´ c` sqΓ pa ` b´ sqΓ pa ` c´ d´ sq
ds
2πi
(18)
“ Γpaq
Γp2´ cqΓpdqΓ pc´ bq
ż
C
ΓpsqΓp1´ sqΓpd´ sqΓ pc´ b´ sq
Γ pc´ sqΓ p1` a ´ sq
ds
2πi
.
The Euler integral representations
Bpu, vq “
ż 1
0
xu´1p1´ xqv´1dx,(19)
and [11, 7.2.1.2]ż 1
0
p1´ xqaxbp1` yxqcdx “Γpa` 1qΓpb` 1q
Γpa` b` 2q 2F1
ˆ
b` 1,´c;
a` b` 2; ´ y
˙
.(20)
The Pfaff transformation [11, 7.2.1.7] at z “ 1
2
2F1
ˆ
a, b;
c;
1
2
˙
“ 2´b2F1
ˆ
a, c´ b;
c;
´ 1
˙
.(21)
Barnes’ first lemma [11, 7.2.1.4]ż
C
Γpa` sqΓpb` sqΓpc´ sqΓpd´ sq ds
2πi
“ Γpa` cqΓpa ` dqΓpb` cqΓpb` dq
Γpa` b` c` dq .(22)
Gauss’ theorem [11, 7.3.5.2]
2F1
ˆ
a, b;
c;
1
˙
“ ΓpcqΓpc´ a´ bq
Γpc´ aqΓpc´ bq .(23)
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And several more, apparently unnamed, identities:ż
C
x´s{2Γ pa` sqΓ pb´ sq ds
2πi
“ `1`?x˘´a´b xa{2 Γpa` bq, [11, 8.4.2.5],(24)
ż
C
Γps´ aqΓ pb´ sq
Γ pb´ aq
ds
2πi
“1F0
ˆ
b´ a;
;
´ 1
˙
“ 2a´b, [11, 7.3.1.1],(25)
1
a
2F1
ˆ
a` b, a;
a` 1; ´ 1
˙
` 1
b
2F1
ˆ
a` b, b;
b` 1; ´ 1
˙
“Bpa, bq, [11, 7.3.5.5].(26)
4. Stade’s Formula
The proof of Theorem 2 is quite complicated and involves a number of seemingly random
manipulations for which the author has no intuition beyond their simple effectiveness. To
assist the reader, we give a brief summary: The proof proceeds by the usual application of
Parseval’s formula for the Mellin transform in (1) followed by expanding the beta functions
using Euler’s integral (19), at which point we can evaluate all of the sums and inverse
Mellin transforms to produce a single, elementary, two-dimensional integral (27) for Ψd.
The elementary transformation (28) splits the integral into two, simpler integrals and Mellin-
expanding the resulting hypergeometric integrals gives Ψd as a sum of two, three-dimensional
Mellin-Barnes integrals at 1 in (29). Applying Thomae’s theorem allows us to evaluate one
of the three one-dimensional integrals, at which point the hypergeometric identities (21) and
(26) recombine the sum of two, two-dimensional integrals into one, one-dimensional integral,
which can be evaluated by Barnes’ first lemma.
It seems that the hypergeometric manipulations would be better realized as substitutions
on the elementary integral; in particular, splitting the integral into two pieces only to later
recombine them suggests we missed an elementary substitution which kept the two pieces
together in the first place. Of course, even knowing such a thing should exist doesn’t neces-
sarily make it easy to find.
We denote the contour for an n-dimensional Mellin-Barnes integral as Cn, continuing on
from section 3.3 for simplicity of notation.
Now to the proof: Starting from the definition of Ψd, we apply the definition of the
completed Whittaker function (1), and Parseval’s formula for the Mellin transform so that
Ψd “p2πq
4´3t
22d`2π2
ż
C2
F psqΓ `d´1
2
` s1 ´ r
˘
Γ
`
d´1
2
` s2 ` r
˘
ˆ Γ `d´1
2
` 2t´ s1 ´ r1
˘
Γ
`
d´1
2
` t´ s2 ` r1
˘ ds
p2πiq2 ,
F psq :“
dÿ
m1“´d
ˆ
2d
d`m1
˙ mÿ
ℓ1“0
εℓ1
ˆ
m
ℓ1
˙ mÿ
ℓ2“0
εℓ2
ˆ
m
ℓ2
˙
B
`
d´m`s1`2r
2
, ℓ1`s2´2r
2
˘
ˆB
´
d´m`2t´s1`2r1
2
, ℓ2`t´s2´2r
1
2
¯
,
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after collecting the sums of beta functions. Now we apply the Euler integral (19) for each
beta function, and evaluate the sums, using the binomial theorem in the forms
mÿ
ℓ“0
εℓ
ˆ
m
ℓ
˙
p1´ xq ℓ2 “ `1` ε?1´ x˘m ,
dÿ
m1“´d
ˆ
2d
d`m1
˙
um
1 “ `2` u´1 ` u˘d .
And so F is given by the two-dimensional integral
F psq “2d
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
x
s1`2r
2
´1
1 p1´ x1q
s2´2r
2
´1x
2t´s1`2r
1
2
´1
2 p1´ x2q
t´s2´2r
1
2
´1
ˆ `1`?x1x2 `?1´ x1?1´ x2˘d dx1 dx2.
Returning to Ψd, we have
Ψd “p2πq
4´3t
2d`2π2
ż
r0,1s2
xr´11 p1´ x1q´r´1xt`r
1´1
2 p1´ x2q
t´2r1
2
´1
`
1`?x1x2 `
?
1´ x1
?
1´ x2
˘d
ˆ
ż
C
ˆ
x2
x1
˙´s1{2
Γ
`
d´1
2
` s1 ´ r
˘
Γ
`
d´1
2
` 2t´ s1 ´ r1
˘ ds1
2πi
ˆ
ż
C
ˆ
1´ x2
1´ x1
˙´s2{2
Γ
`
d´1
2
` s2 ` r
˘
Γ
`
d´1
2
` t ´ s2 ` r1
˘ ds2
2πi
dx.
Next we apply (24) to achieve the elementary integral description,
Ψd “p2πq
4´3t
2d`2π2
Γpd´ 1` 2t´ r ´ r1qΓpd´ 1` t ` r ` r1q(27)
ˆ
ż
r0,1s2
x
d´1
2
`2t`2r´r1
2
´1
1 p1´ x1q
d´1
2
`t`r1´2r
2
´1x
d´1
2
`2t`2r1´r
2
´1
2 p1´ x2q
d´1
2
`t`r´2r1
2
´1
ˆ `1`?x1x2 `?1´ x1?1´ x2˘d
ˆ p?x1 `?x2q´pd´1`2t´r´r
1q `?1´ x1 `?1´ x2˘´pd´1`t`r`r1q dx.
Now split the integral at x1 “ x2, and perform the substitutions$’’&’’%
x1 ÞÑ x21x2, then
1´ x2
1´ x21x2
ÞÑ x22 on x1 ă x2,
x2 ÞÑ x1x22, then
1´ x1
1´ x1x22
ÞÑ x21 on x2 ă x1.
(28)
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We have
Ψd “p2πq
4´3t
2dπ2
Γpd´ 1` 2t´ r ´ r1qΓpd´ 1` t ` r ` r1q
ˆ
˜ż
r0,1s2
x
d´3
2
`2t`2r´r1
1 p1´ x1q
t
2
´r´r1´1p1` x1q´ 3t2 x
d´3
2
`t`r´2r1
2
ˆ p1´ x2qt`r`r1´1p1´ x1x2q1´ 3t2 p1` x1x2q1´d´ 3t2 dx
`
ż
r0,1s2
x
d´3
2
`t`r1´2r
1 p1´ x1qt`r`r
1´1x
d´3
2
`2t`2r1´r
2
ˆ p1´ x2q t2´r´r1´1p1` x2q´ 3t2 p1´ x1x2q1´ 3t2 p1` x1x2q1´d´ 3t2 dx
¸
.
Notice the three-summand d-th power in (27) has factored due to the substitutions.
Temporarily assuming 0 ă t ă 2
3
, we apply (17) to the factor p1 ´ x1x2q1´ 3t2 , so that we
may apply (20) and (16) twice to produce
Ψd “p2πq
4´3t
2dπ2
Γpd´ 1` 2t´ r ´ r1qΓpd´ 1` t` r ` r1qΓ `2´ 3t
2
˘
Γ
`
t
2
´ r ´ r1˘
Γ
`
d´ 1` 3t
2
˘
Γ
`
3t
2
˘(29)
ˆ Γ pt` r ` r1q
ż
C3
Γps1qΓps2qΓps3qΓ
`
d´ 1` 3t
2
´ s2
˘
Γ
`
3t
2
´ s3
˘
Γ
`
2´ 3t
2
` s1
˘
ˆ
˜
Γ
`
d´1
2
` t` r ´ 2r1 ´ s1 ´ s2
˘
Γ
`
d´1
2
` 2t` 2r ´ r1 ´ s1 ´ s2 ´ s3
˘
Γ
`
d´1
2
` 2t` 2r ´ r1 ´ s1 ´ s2
˘
Γ
`
d´1`5t
2
` r ´ 2r1 ´ s1 ´ s2 ´ s3
˘
` Γ
`
d´1
2
` t` r1 ´ 2r ´ s1 ´ s2
˘
Γ
`
d´1
2
` 2t` 2r1 ´ r ´ s1 ´ s2 ´ s3
˘
Γ
`
d´1
2
` 2t` 2r1 ´ r ´ s1 ´ s2
˘
Γ
`
d´1`5t
2
` r1 ´ 2r ´ s1 ´ s2 ´ s3
˘ ¸ dsp2πiq3
Now applying Thomae’s theorem in the form (18) to the s1 integral using
a “ d´1
2
` t ` r ´ 2r1 ´ s2, b “ t ` r ` r1, c “ 3t2 , d “ s3,
we may evaluate the s3 integral using (25). The s1 integral becomes a 2F1 at
1
2
by (16), and
after a Pfaff transformation (21), we have
Ψd “24´d´4t´r´r1π2´3tΓpd´ 1` 2t ´ r ´ r
1qΓpd´ 1` t` r ` r1qΓ pt` r ` r1qΓp t
2
´ r ´ r1q
Γ
`
d´ 1` 3t
2
˘
Γ
`
3t
2
˘
ˆ
ż
C
Γps2qΓ
`
d´ 1` 3t
2
´ s2
˘
ˆ
˜
Γpd´1
2
` t` r ´ 2r1 ´ s2q
Γpd`1
2
` t` r ´ 2r1 ´ s2q2
F1
ˆ
d´1
2
` t` r ´ 2r1 ´ s2, t2 ´ r ´ r1;
d´1
2
` t ` r ´ 2r1 ´ s2 ` 1; ´ 1
˙
` Γp
d´1
2
` t` r ´ 2r1 ´ s2q
Γpd`1
2
` t` r1 ´ 2r ´ s2q2
F1
ˆ
d´1
2
` t` r1 ´ 2r ´ s2, t2 ´ r ´ r1;
d´1
2
` t ` r1 ´ 2r ´ s2 ` 1; ´ 1
˙¸
ds2
2πi
.
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In the second term, we send s2 ÞÑ d´ 1` 3t2 ´ s2, which allows us to use (26), so that
Ψd “24´d´4t´r´r1π2´3tΓpd´ 1` 2t ´ r ´ r
1qΓpd´ 1` t` r ` r1qΓ pt` r ` r1qΓ ` t
2
´ r ´ r1˘
Γ
`
d´ 1` 3t
2
˘
Γ
`
3t
2
˘
ˆ
ż
C
Γps1qΓ
`
d´ 1` 3t
2
´ s1
˘
B
`
d´1
2
` t` r ´ 2r1 ´ s1, 1´d2 ´ t2 ` r1 ´ 2r ` s1
˘ ds1
2πi
.
The theorem now follows from Barnes’ first lemma (22).
5. Kontorovich-Lebedev Inversion
If F prq is holomorphic in a neighborhood |Reprq| ă δ ă 1
10
, then we can argue that the
Y ` integral of pF 5q7 converges absolutely (via contour shifting in r1 and the Mellin-Barnes
integral) and define
F pr, ǫq :“
ż
Y `
F 5pyqW d˚py, µprqqT py21y2qǫdy “
ż
Repr1q“0
F pr1qΨdpr1,´r, ǫqsindpr1q dr1,
where we assume η :“ δ
2
ą ǫ ą 0, Reprq “ 0 and r ‰ 0.
Shift the r1 integral to Repr1q “ η, picking up a residue at r1 “ ǫ
2
` r. The shifted integral
is zero in the limit ǫÑ 0 (by the Γp3ǫ
2
q in the denominator), and the residue of Ψd is
lim
ǫÑ0`
res
r1“ ǫ
2
`r
Ψdpr1,´r, ǫq “24´dπ2Γpd´ 1qΓpd´1
2
´ 3rqΓpd´1
2
` 3rq “ 1
2πisindprq .
6. Asymptotics and Functional Equations of the Whittaker Functions
As in the previous papers, we will require certain first-term asymptotics of the Whittaker
function. Define p2d ` 1q-dimensional row vectors vdj with entries vdj,m1 “ δm1“j. Then the
asymptotics of the completed Whittaker function are given by the following lemmas.
Lemma 8. Assume r ‰ 0, then as y Ñ 0, we have
W d˚py, rq „p´1q
d
π
p2πq d`32 ´3rpρ`µw4 pyqΓ
`
d´1
2
` 3r˘ vddDdpv´´wlq
` 1
π
p2πq d`32 `3rpρ`µpyqΓ
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘ vdd
´ p´1qd p2πq
3d`1
2
`3rpρ`µw3 pyq
Γ
`
d`1
2
` 3r˘ sin π `d´1
2
` 3r˘vddDdpv´´wlqT dpw2, µw4q,
for µ “ µprq, in the sense that W d˚py, rq is a sum of (vector multiples of) three power series
with the given leading terms.
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Lemma 9. Assume r ‰ 0, then as y1 Ñ 0, we have
W d˚py, rq „y
d`1
2
´r
1 y
1´2r
2 Λ
˚prqΓ `´d´1
2
` 3r˘ p2πq 3d´12 ´3rpd´ 1q!
ˆ `id exp `´ iπ
2
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘˘ vd´d ` i´d exp ` iπ2 `d´12 ´ 3r˘˘ vdd˘
ˆ T dpw3, µqDdpw2qWd
`´y2, d´12 ` 3r˘
` p´iqdp2πq1`6ry1`2r1 y
3´d
2
`r
2 Λ
˚p´rqΓ
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘
Γ
`
d`1
2
` 3r˘vd´dDdpv´´wlq
ˆ T dpw5, µw4qDdpw2qWdp´y2, d´ 1q,
for µ “ µprq, in the sense that W d˚py, rq is a sum of (vector multiples of) two power series
with the given leading terms.
The functional equation takes the form
Lemma 10.
W d˚pg, rq “ p´1qdW d˚pv
´´
gιwl,´rq,
where gι “ wlpg´1qTwl.
We will use Lemma 8 in the proof of Lemma 10, which in turn is used in the proof of
Lemma 9.
6.1. Double asymptotics of theWhittaker Function. We now prove Lemma 8. Assume
r ‰ 0. We know that W d˚m1 py, rq is a linear combination of power series with leading terms
pρ`µwpyq and it is clear that the terms with w P tw2, w5, wlu do not occur since W d˚m1 py, rq !
|y1y2| for Reprq “ 0. We need to find the coefficients of the remaining first terms; these occur
as poles of the integrand in the Mellin-Barnes integral. As in the definition of the completed
Whittaker function, we write m1 “ εm with ε “ ˘1 and m ě 0.
The residue at s1 “ ´d´12 ` r, s2 “ 2r is
R1 :“ 2
2d`1π
dˆ
2d
d`m
˙
p2πy1q d`12 ´rp2πy2q1´2rΓ
`
d´1
2
` 3r˘ .
By [4, (23)-(25)], we have
Ddd,m1pv´´wlq “ p´1qm
1
d
d
d,m1p0q “ p´1qd2´d
dˆ
2d
d`m1
˙
,(30)
so
R1 “p´1q
d
π
Ddd,m1pv´´wlqp2πy1q
d`1
2
´rp2πy2q1´2rΓ
`
d´1
2
` 3r˘ .
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The residue at s1 “ ´2r, s2 “ ´d´12 ´ r is
R2 :“δm“d 2
2d`1π
p2πy1q1`2rp2πy2q d`12 `rΓ
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘ dÿ
ℓ“0
εℓ
ˆ
d
ℓ
˙
“δm1“d 1
π
p2πy1q1`2rp2πy2q d`12 `rΓ
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘ .
The residue at s1 “ ´d´12 ` r, s2 “ ´d´12 ´ r is
R3 :“ 1
2d`1π
dˆ
2d
d`m
˙
p2πy1q d`12 ´rp2πy2q d`12 `rΓ
´
d`1
2
´m`3r
2
¯ mÿ
ℓ“0
εℓ
ˆ
m
ℓ
˙Γ´ ℓ´ d´12 ´3r
2
¯
Γ
`
1´m`ℓ
2
˘ .
The terms with ℓ ı m pmod 2q are zero, and the sum of the remaining terms may be
evaluated by converting to a 2F1 at 1 and applying (23):
mÿ
ℓ“0
εℓ
ˆ
m
ℓ
˙Γ´ ℓ´ d´12 ´3r
2
¯
Γ
`
1´m`ℓ
2
˘ “´ εm 2 d´12 `3r
Γ
`
d`1
2
` 3r˘ Γ
´
d`1
2
`3r`m
2
¯
sin π
2
`
d´1
2
` 3r ´m˘ .
Using (30), [3, (20)], and the definition of T dpw2, µq [3, above prop. 4], we may write this as
R3 “´ p´1qdp2πq d´12 `3r p2πy1q
d`1
2
´rp2πy2q d`12 `r
Γ
`
d`1
2
` 3r˘ sin π `d´1
2
` 3r˘ `Ddpv´´wlqT dpw2, µprqw4q˘d,m1 .
Then in a formal sense, we have
W d˚m1 py, rq „ R1 `R2 `R3.
6.2. The dual Whittaker function. We must briefly resort to the differential operators
Y a of [4]. As in [4, sect. 6.3], if we take the dual qfpgq :“ fpv
´´
gιwlq of the function
fpgq :“W d˚pg,´rq, then the action of the lowering operators is
Y ´1 qfpgq “ ´~Y ´1fpgq “ 0, Y ´2 qfpgq “ ´~Y ´2fpgq “ 0,
by the minimality of f .
Assume Reprq “ 0, then from [4, sect. 6.3] and [3, prop. 4], we have
qfpgq “ `Λ˚p´rqvd´dDdpv´´wlqT dpw2, µprqw4q˘W dpg, µprqw3, ψ1,1q,
so qfpgq lies in the rowspace of W dpg, µprqw3, ψ1,1q. If we also assume r ‰ 0, then [4, prop.
12], [4, prop. 9], and (10) (and the w3 functional equation [3, prop. 4]) imply qfpgq “
CW d˚pg, rq for some scalar C “ Cpd, rq. But then Lemma 8 implies C “ p´1qd by comparing
asymptotics, and this extends to an equality of meromorphic functions.
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6.3. Single asymptotics of the Whittaker Function. We now prove Lemma 9. If Reprq
is large, then as in [4, sect. 6.4], we have
W d˚py, rq „pρ`µwl pyqΛ˚prqp´2πq
dyd´11
pd´ 1q! v
d
´d
ż
R2
p1` u23q
´1`
d´1
2
´3r
2 p1` u22q
´1´
d´1
2
´3r
2
ˆDdpw3qRd
˜
´u3 ´ ia
1` u23
¸
Ddpw3qRd
˜
1´ iu2a
1` u22
¸
e p´y2u2q du,
as y1 Ñ 0. The integrals may then be expressed in terms of the Wd function as in [3, (22)]:
W d˚py, rq „y
d`1
2
´r
1 y
1´2r
2 Λ
˚prq p2πq
d
pd´ 1q!v
d
´dD
dpw3qWd
`
0,´d´1
2
` 3r˘
ˆDdpw5qWd
`´y2, d´12 ` 3r˘ .
From the functional equation of Lemma 10, for Reprq highly negative, we have
W d˚py, rq „p´1qdy1`2r1 y
3´d
2
`r
2 Λ
˚p´rqvd´dW dpI,´µw2, ψy2,0qDdpv´´wlq,
as y1 Ñ 0. We then insert the computed value [3, (45)]:
W d˚py, rq „p´1qdy1`2r1 y
3´d
2
`r
2 Λ
˚p´rqvd´dDdpv´´wlqWd
`
0,´d´1
2
´ 3r˘
ˆDdpw3qWd
`
0, d´1
2
´ 3r˘Ddpw5qWdp´y2, d´ 1q.
As with the y Ñ 0 asymptotic, we know that the term y
3´d
2
´r
1 does not occur. Applying
(13), (11) and
v
d
˘dD
dpvε1,ε2q “ pε1ε2qdvd˘ε2d, vd˘dDdpw2q “ p´1qdi˘dvd¯d(31)
completes the lemma, keeping in mind that Ddpv
`´
w2q “ Rd piq commutes with diagonal
matrices such as T dpw2, µq.
7. Kuznetsov’s Formula
We consider a Fourier coefficient of a Poincare´ series of the form
Pmpg, F q “
ÿ
γPUpZqzΓ
ż
Reprq“0
F prqW d˚prmγg, rqsindprq dr, rm “ diagpm1m2, m1, 1q.(32)
Define the Fourier-Whittaker coefficients of a Maass form ξ with Langlands parameters
µprξq by ż
UpZqzUpRq
ξpxykqψmpxqdx “
ρ˚ξ pnq
|m1m2|W
d˚prmyk, rξq,(33)
and define the integral transform
rHwpF ; y, gq “ 1|y1y2|
ż
UwpRq
ż
Reprq“0
F prqW d˚pywxg, rqsindprq dr ψ1,1pxqdx,(34)
for w PW , y P V Y ` – pRˆq2, g P G.
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The spectral expansion and Bruhat decomposition give the pre-Kuznetsov formulaż
B
F pµξqρ˚ξ pmqρ˚ξ pnqW d˚prnyk, µξq dξ(35)
“
ˇˇˇˇ
n1n2
m1m2
ˇˇˇˇ ż
UpZqzUpRq
Pmpxyk, F qψnpxqdx
“
ÿ
wPW
ÿ
vPV
ÿ
c1,c2ě1
Swpψm, ψvn, cq
c1c2
rHw `F ; rmcwvrn´1w´1, rnyk˘ ,
where
ş
B
. . . dξ serves as an abbreviation for the spectral expansion (15).
Note: To be precise, in the development of the Kuznetsov formula, we must initially
require F to be holomorphic on |Reprqi| ă d6 ` δ and have sufficient exponential decay to
overcome the growth of the Fourier-Whittaker coefficients for absolute convergence of the
Poincare´ series. We may relax to |Repµqi| ă 14 ` δ once we reach the pre-Kuznetsov formula.
In section 7.2 below, we show
Lemma 11. Let F be holomorphic and Schwartz-class on a neigborhood of Repµq “ 0, then
for w “ I, w4, w5, wl, we haverHwpF ; y, gq “ 1|y1y2|
ż
Reprq“0
F prqKdwpy, rqW d˚pg, rqsindprq dr,
with Kdwpy, rq as in (2)-(5).
Then replacing F prq with
F prqW d˚prnyk, rqT py21y2q
(in a suitable manner), and integrating in y with Stade’s formula gives the theorem. There is
a small technical point that the pre-Kuznetsov formula (35) is an equality of vectors and we
wish to apply Stade’s formula, which involves a dot product, inside the µ-integral; this may
be accomplished, e.g., by taking the central entry of (35), replacing F prq with the central
entry of the previous display, and integrating over k.
7.1. Power series for the Kuznetsov kernel functions. The functions Kdwpy, rq are
solutions to the differential equations
∆iKwpg, rq “ λipµprqqKwpg, rq, Kwpugpwu1w´1q, rq “ ψ1,1puu1qKwpg, rq,
where g P G, w PW , u P UpRq, u1 P UwpRq and
λ1pµq “ 1´ µ
2
1
`µ2
2
`µ2
3
2
, λ2pµq “ µ1µ2µ3.
These were solved in the paper [2], under the assumption that µi ´ µj R Z, i ‰ j, but of
course that fails for µ “ µprq.
When w “ wl, the original power-series solutions are
Jwlpy, µq “
ˇˇ
4π2y1
ˇˇ1´µ3 ˇˇ4π2y2ˇˇ1`µ1 ÿ
n1,n2ě0
Γ pn1 ` n2 ` µ1 ´ µ3 ` 1q p4π2y1qn1p4π2y2qn2ś3
i“1 Γ pn1 ` µi ´ µ3 ` 1qΓ pn2 ` µ1 ´ µi ` 1q
.
(36)
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By comparing asymptotics, we can see that Jwlpy, µq, Jwlpy, µw3q and Jwlpy, µw4q are distinct
solutions, but we have the relations
Jwlpy, µprqw2q “ sgnpy2qd´1Jwlpy, µprqq,
Jwlpy, µprqwlq “ sgnpy1qd´1Jwlpy, µprqw4q,
Jwlpy, µprqw5q “ sgnpy1y2qd´1Jwlpy, µprqw3q.
For w “ w4, wl and w1, w˜ PW , we define the linear combination
Y dw py, µ, w1, w˜, αq “
Jwpy, µw˜q ´ αd´1Jwpy, µw1q
sin πpµ1 ´ µ2q .
Then the remaining three long-element solutions and their first-term asymptotics as y Ñ 0
are
Y dwlpy, µprq, I, w2, sgnpy2qq „
|4π2y1|1`2r |4π2y2|
3´d
2
`r pd´ 2q!
πΓ
`
3´d
2
` 3r˘Γ `d`1
2
` 3r˘ ,
Y dwlpy, µprq, w3, w5, sgnpy1y2qq „
|4π2y1|
3´d
2
´r |4π2y2|
3´d
2
`r pd´ 2q!
πΓ
`
3´d
2
` 3r˘Γ `3´d
2
´ 3r˘ ,
Y dwlpy, µprq, w4, wl, sgnpy1qq „
|4π2y1|
3´d
2
´r |4π2y2|1´2r pd´ 2q!
πΓ
`
3´d
2
´ 3r˘Γ `d`1
2
´ 3r˘ .
In each case, either y1 or y2 has an exponent less than one, and will not appear in the
Kuznetsov kernel functions.
For w “ w4, the power-series solutions are (see [5, sect. 3.5]),
Jw4py, µq “
ˇˇ
8π3y1
ˇˇ1´µ3 8ÿ
n“0
p´8π3iy1qn
n! Γ pn ` 1` µ1 ´ µ3q Γ pn ` 1` µ2 ´ µ3q ,(37)
and Jw4py, µprqw4q is distinct from Jw4py, µprqq, but
Jw4py, µprqw5q “pi sgnpy1qqd´1Jw4py, µprqw4q.
The requisite third solution is given by
Y dw4py, µprq, w4, w5, i sgnpy1qq „
|8π3y1|
3´d
2
´r pd´ 2q!
πΓ
`
3´d
2
´ 3r˘ ,
and again, this will not appear in the Kuznetsov kernel functions.
7.2. The weight functions. Having done the relevant technical work related to the analytic
continuation in previous papers, we regard the functions Kdwpy, rq as being defined by the
Riemann integral
Kdwpy, rqW d˚pg, rq “
ż
UwpRq
W d˚pywxg, rqψ1,1pxqdx,
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Let x˚y˚k˚ “ wxg and replace y ÞÑ vε1,ε2y with y P Y `, then formally
Kdwpy, rqW d˚pg, rq “
ż
UwpRq
W d˚pyy˚, rqDdpvε1,ε2k˚qψvε1,ε2ypx˚qψ1,1pxqdx.
The process for obtaining Kdwpy, rq is the same as for the previous two cases, but we must
shift the s-integrals to Repsq “ p´d´1
2
´ ǫ,´d´1
2
´ ǫq to see the term y
d`1
2
´r
1 y
d`1
2
`r
2 , and
the test function needs holomorphy out to |Reprq| ă d
6
` ǫ for absolute convergence of the
integrals and sums of Kloosterman sums for the terms y1`2r1 y
d`1
2
`r
2 and y
d`1
2
´r
1 y
1´2r
2 . Lastly,
the latter two terms require many more applications of the integration by parts proceedure
for X 13 in [2, sect. 2.6.2] to reach Reprq “ 0, but as explained in the preceeding paper, this
is always possible.
7.2.1. The long element function. As y Ñ 0,
Kdwlpvε1,ε2y, rqW d˚pg, rq
„ 2p´1qdpρ`µw4 pyqp2πq d`12 ´3rΓ
`
d´1
2
` 3r˘ vddDdpv´´wlvε1,ε2q
ˆ
ż
UpRq
pρ`µw4 py˚qDdpk˚qψ1,1pxqdx
` 2pρ`µpyqp2πq d`12 `3rΓ
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘ vddDdpvε1,ε2q ż
UpRq
pρ`µpy˚qDdpk˚qψ1,1pxqdx
´ p´1qd p2πq
3d`1
2
`3rpρ`µw3 pyq
Γ
`
d`1
2
` 3r˘ sin π `d´1
2
` 3r˘vddDdpv´´wlqT dpw2, µw4qDdpvε1,ε2q
ˆ
ż
UpRq
pρ`µw3 py˚qDdpk˚qψ1,1pxqdx,
in the sense of Lemma 8.
The x integrals give incomplete Whittaker functions by comparing to the definition [3,
(36)], and the functional equation [3, prop. 4] and Lemma 10 (keeping in mind (11) and
(31)) imply
Kdwlpvε1,ε2y, rq „2p´ε2qdpρ`µw4 pyqδε1“´1
p2πq d`12 ´3rΓ `d´1
2
` 3r˘
Λ˚p´rq
` 2p´ε1qdpρ`µpyqδε2“´1
p2πq d`12 `3rΓ `d´1
2
´ 3r˘
Λ˚prq
´ pε1qdpρ`µw3 pyqδε1ε2“´1
p2πq 3d`12 `3r
Γ
`
d`1
2
` 3r˘ sin π `d´1
2
` 3r˘Λ˚p´rq .
Then comparing asymptotics with Jwlpy, µprqw4q, Jwlpy, µprqq, and Jwlpy, µprqw3q gives (5).
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7.2.2. The w4 function. As y1 Ñ 0 on ε2 “ y2 “ 1, with µ “ µprq,
Kdw4pvε1,1y, rqW d˚pg, rq
„ y
d`1
2
´r
1 Λ
˚prqΓ `´d´1
2
` 3r˘ p2πq 3d´12 ´3rpd´ 1q!
ˆ `id exp `´ iπ
2
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘˘ vd´d ` i´d exp ` iπ2 `d´12 ´ 3r˘˘ vdd˘T dpw3, µqDdpw2vε1,1q
ˆ
ż
Uw4 pRq
py˚1 q1´µ2py˚2 q1`µ3Wd p´y˚2 , µ1 ´ µ3qDdpk˚q e px˚2 ´ x2q dx
` p´iqdp2πq1`6ry1`2r1 Λ˚p´rq
Γ
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘
Γ
`
d`1
2
` 3r˘vd´dDdpv´´wlqT dpw5, µw4qDdpw2vε1,1q
ˆ
ż
Uw4 pRq
py˚1 q1´µ3py˚2 q1`µ2Wdp´y˚2 , µ1 ´ µ2qDdpk˚q e px˚2 ´ x2q dx,
in the sense of Lemma 9.
The x integrals give incomplete Whittaker functions by comparing to [3, (56)], so that
Kdw4pvε1,1y, rqW d˚pg, rq
„ y
d`1
2
´r
1 Λ
˚prqΓ `´d´1
2
` 3r˘ p2πq 3d´12 ´3rpd´ 1q!
ˆ `id exp `´ iπ
2
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘˘ vd´d ` i´d exp ` iπ2 `d´12 ´ 3r˘˘ vdd˘
ˆDdpvε1,ε1qT dpw3, µqW dpg, µw3, ψ1,1q
` p´iqdp2πq1`6ry1`2r1 Λ˚p´rq
Γ
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘
Γ
`
d`1
2
` 3r˘vd´dDdpvε1,1qDdpv´´wlq
ˆ T dpw5, µw4qW dpg, µ, ψ1,1q.
Then applying the functional equations [3, prop. 4] and Lemma 10, this becomes
Kdw4pvε1,1y, rq „y
d`1
2
´r
1 Γ
`´d´1
2
` 3r˘ p2πq 3d´12 ´3rpd´ 1q! pε1iqd exp `´ε1 iπ2 `d´12 ´ 3r˘˘
` pε1iqdp2πq1`6ry1`2r1
Γ
`
d´1
2
´ 3r˘
Γ
`
d`1
2
` 3r˘ .
The expression (3) follows by comparing asymptotics with Jw4py, µprqq and Jw4py, µprqw4q.
7.2.3. The w5 function. The definition of the involution ι and two applications of Lemma
10 give
Kdw5py, rqW d˚pg, rq “p´1qd
ż
Uw4 pRq
W d˚pv
´´
yιw4v´´xv´´g
ιwl,´rqψ1,1pxqdx
“Kdw4pyιv´` ;´rqW d˚pg, rq,
and this implies (4).
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8. The Technical Weyl Law
By either Stirling’s formula or the Phragme´n-Lindelo¨f principle, when Repsq ą d is in
some fixed compact set, we have
|Qpd, sq| ! pd` |s|q2Repsq´1 .
(Note that, eg. |Qpd, sq| “ ˇˇd´1
2
` sˇˇ´1 on Repsq “ 0.) Stirling’s formula also impliesˇˇ
Bεwlps, rq
ˇˇ ! p1` |s1 ` 3r|q´1´ǫ p1` |s2 ´ 3r|q´1´ǫ p1` |s1 ` s2|q 32`2ǫ ,
on Reprq “ 0, Repsq “ `´1
2
´ ǫ,´1
2
´ ǫ˘.
On Reprq “ 0, as in [5, lem. 13], we can showż
Repsq“p´ 1
2
´ǫ,´ 1
2
´ǫq
p1` |s1 ` s2|q
3
2
`2ǫ
p1` |s1 ` r|q1`ǫ p1` |s2 ´ r|q1`ǫ
pd` |s1|q´2 pd` |s2|q´2 |ds1ds2|
! min td, |r|u
1
2
`ǫ
dpd` |r|q2
by following the methods of [1, lem. 4 and 6].
Starting from (6) and the Mellin-Barnes integral (8), we shift the s-contours back to
Repsq “ `´1
2
´ η,´1
2
´ η˘, picking up poles at s1 “ ´3r or s2 “ 3r (but not both simul-
taneously), where we shift the r contour to ˘p1
4
` ηq and place the remaining s-contour at
´1
4
´ η, giving
|y1y2|´
1
2
´ǫ |HwlpF ; yq|
!
ż
Reprq“0
|F prq|
ż
Repsq“p´ 1
2
´η,´ 1
2
´ηq
p1` |s1 ` 3r|q´1´ǫ p1` |s2 ´ 3r|q´1´ǫ
ˆ p1` |s1 ` s2|q
3
2
`2ǫ pd` |s1|q´2 pd` |s2|q´2 |ds1ds2| dpd` |r|q2 |dr|
`
ż
Reprq“´ 1
4
´η
|F prq|
ż
Reps1q“´
1
4
´η
pd` |s1|q´
3
2 |ds1| |Qpd, 3rq| dpd` |r|q2 |dr|
`
ż
Reprq“ 1
4
`η
|F prq|
ż
Reps2q“´
1
4
´η
pd` |s2|q´
3
2 |ds2| |Qpd,´3rq|dpd` |r|q2 |dr|
! E1 ` E2.
Note: The residues in s are actually given by J-Bessel functions, so we could apply known
bounds for those, but the bounds above are sufficient for our purposes.
For the w4 term, we start with the second form of (9), and shift to Repsq “ ´12 . (We only
need Repsq “ ´ǫ, but shifting farther would give a better bound; this choice gives the more
concise statement). The residue at s “ ´3r we shift up to Reprq “ 1
4
. The residue is trivial
to handle, and for the shifted contour, we useż
Repsq“0
p1` |s` r|q´1 pd` |s|q´2 |ds| ! 1
dpd` |r|q .
The w5 term is handled by symmetry.
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For the Eisenstein series term, we assume Sd˚2 contains Hecke eigenforms so that we may
(skip ahead a little and) use E in the form from Theorem 7. It is well-known that
ˇˇ
Sd˚2
ˇˇ ! d
and the quotient by L-functions is bounded by dǫp1 ` |r|qǫ [8, 9] (see the second remark on
page 164 of [8]).
9. The Weyl Law
In this section, we prove part (1) of Corollary 6; the proof of part (2) is similar. Taking a
test function F prq “ exppr ´ Tr1q2, it follows from Theorem 5 thatÿ
|rϕ´Tr1|ă100
ˇˇ
ρ˚ϕp1q
ˇˇ2
cosdprϕq ! dpd` T q
2`ǫ(38)
for r1 P iR.
Let χTΩ be the characteristic function of the set TΩ, then we define our test function by
convolution with an approximation to the identity:
F prq “ ´i
c
logpd` T q
π
ż
Repr1q“0
χTΩpr ´ r1qpd` T qpr12qdr1,
Substituting r1 ÞÑ r ´ r1, this extends to an entire function of r.
As in the previous paper, for r P iR, the difference χTΩprq ´ F prq is negligibly small at a
positive distance from the boundary of TΩ, and in general F satisfies the bound
F prq !pd` T qReprq2`ǫχTΩ`Bp10,0qpiImprqq ` p|r| ` d` T q´97, on |Reprq| ă 1,(39)
where Bp10, 0q Ă iR is the ball of radius 10 centered at 0.
Applying (39) in Theorem 5, we see that the integrals E1 and E2 are small compared to the
error dpd` T q2`ǫ resulting from the sharp cut-off. That error is again obtained by covering
the inflated boundary BTΩ`Bp10, 0q by OpT ǫq balls of radius 11, using the assumption on
the Minkowski dimension, and applying (38).
10. Rankin-Selberg
The computation on ϕ P Sd˚ in Theorem 7 follows precisely as in [5, sect. 8], but some
more work is required for the maximal parabolic Eisenstein series. From [3, (63),(90),(96)],
(10), and
Λ˚pµqΛ˚pµq “ pd´ 1q!
πdcosdprq
we have
ρ˚φpm; rqρ˚φpn; rq
cosdprq “4
πd
pd´ 1q!
λφpm, rqλφpn, rq
Lpφ, 1` 3rqLpφ, 1´ 3rq ,(40)
when φ is Hecke-normalized (as in the ΦdpH normalization of [3, section 5.3]). When φ is
L2-normalized (the arXiv version of [3] is off by a factor p4πq´κπ1´κ2aζp2q in pΓdΦ), this
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becomes
ρ˚φpm; rqρ˚φpn; rq
cosdprq “2π
λφpm, rqλφpn, rq
Lpφ, 1` 3rqLpφ, 1´ 3rqLp1,Ad2φq .(41)
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